This paper aims to address the issue of malicious accounts that are created and used to imitate real users in web-based forums. In fact, form bots are used to create fake users on forums for several purposes. As a result hundreds of fake users start appearing in the forums and normally placing spam URLs. For forum administrators/managers/moderators, it is a frustrating job to keep members' list clean. In order to overcome this issue, a novel approach is proposed that would be useful in order to prevent malicious users' access and decrease rate of deception in web-based forums. We present a comparison between the proposed approach and IDology approach. The results illustrate that our proposed approach addresses the issue more efficiently as compared with IDology approach.
INTRODUCTION
Forums on the internet are popular and free knowledge sharing platforms to express and share ideas and find answers to questions among millions of users. However, it has been noticed that the users of forum are not always the real people [14] . An apparent real user could be malicious user or a robot whose purpose is to steal information, fraud, share wrong information or even sabotage the system [15] . In this new situation, user's verification has become a vital problem specially after increasing the number of forums on the internet. Thus, there is a need for a mechanism which could help ensure that the users are real people who they claim [7] [8].
PROBLEM BACKGROUND
Since the advent of web-based forums in 1994, the number of forum users has been continuously increasing. These users, nowadays, report facing problems such as fraud, imitating celebrity people, threatening from people, defamation, posting fake posts and spam URLs (redirecting users to unknown websites) [17] . So the web-based forums have become the easy platforms for attacker to operate their misuse plans. On the other hand forum administrators are not able to track malicious users' accounts. They need to monitor the activities of each user and identify the malicious users and block them, which itself is a time consuming and frustrating job.
Though the forum's developers have taken initiative and trying to block them by using technology like CAPCHA or random questions, however, sometimes this is not considered user-friendly and frustrates the real users in order to create new profile and benefit from that forum (Rabkin, 2008) . In order to address the highlighted issues, this paper presents a 3 rd party user's verification service approach.
RELATED WORK
A number of Identity management system (IMS) approaches, services and systems have been introduced to over the issue of malicious user's detection and prevention. In the following sub-sections we briefly describe the IMS and services.
Identity Management System (IMS)
Identity management system (IMS) refers to the administration mechanism to keep the users identity within the organization, a network and even country or maybe the world. It is about managing the roles and privilege of the users. The core objective of IMS is "one identity per individual" [12] .
Identity Verification Services
The online service is used to connect a person's online identity to their real life identity. These services are utilize by some social networking sites, Internet forums, dating sites and wikis to stop sock puppetry, underage sign-ups, spamming and illegal activities like harassment and scams. The identity confirmation process requires the individual whose identity is to be confirmed to provide personal data online, to the identity verification firm. The firm then checks public and private databases for a match and prompts the user to answer questions based on the records. An identity "score" is calculated, and the identity of the online user is either given the "verified" status, or not, based on the score [10] [11] .
We discuss two of the famous identity verification providers.
IDology
IDology [16] is an identity and age verification provider founded in 2003. It provides various services to prevent fraud and phishing. Apart from IT related verifications, it also offers other social verifications such as validating age for alcohol and tobacco sales, gaming, rated entertainment, wireless mobile content, subscription based services, online dating, restricted access websites and so on. However this service verifies the users but users must be paid for verification. More over users could not use their verified account in order to login to the other web sites.it must be considered that verification process through this service takes at least one day.
Trufina
Trufina provides online identity verification and management service. This service enables the individuals to verify their identity and share their verified identity to other internet websites and services. Trufina issues identity cards to its 
PROPOSED APPROACH
This paper presents an external authentication mechanism to authenticate users of forums [5] . The Fig 1 illustrates the identity consumption process.
Fig 1 Identity consumption process
The idea is to externalize authentication process beyond the forums and add verification mechanism to authentication process [4] [6] [9] . The scenario is that, if users need to use forum and forum have partnership agreement with verification service then forum ask user to create verified account in verification service partner. Then after user verifies its information in that service then can use provided information in verification service in order to login to that forum and other partners of verification service.
How Does Verification Process Works
The sequence diagram (Fig 2) illustrates show the flow of verification process. In Fig 2 there are three main processes as described below.
I.
User registration process in verification system:
1. Firstly user registers in the verification system and fill up the registration form. There is one mandatory information about the partner that user needs to provide. The partner that user must select it from provided list of partners from verification system are organizations that could be governmental, private companies, public banks and universities that have partnership agreement with verification system. So those partners provide verified users records to the verification system and verification system use those records to verify users information.it is mandatory for user to choose partner that is able to provide user records to the verification system. After registration, "successful registration" message is shown to the user.
II.
User verification process through verifier partner:
1. In this step user needs to login to the system by using credentials provided in registration process. Then the user sends request for account verification to verification system.
2. Verification system sends user identifier to the partner system. This is the same partner that user selected in registration process.
3. Partner system checks the identifier and if the record is found then it returns the email address of the person being verified.
4. Verification system sends an account verification link to the email address that was retrieved from the partner.
5. Real user receives verification link in his inbox. In order to do verification user needs to click on verification link, so verification request will be forwarded to the verification system.
6. Again verification system asks from partner for user information.
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7. Partner sends user information to the verification system.
8. Verification system checks the received user information with information that user provided in registration process hence the user verification is completed.
III.
User Login into The Third Party System (Forum) Through Verification System:
1. User visits third party website, but third party website ask the user to login in order to access its contents.
2. As third party uses verification system for login process through the web API. Then user is able to login by providing the credentials that were used to register the account in verification system.
3. User fills the login form in third party web site and third party sends request to the verification system in order to verify him.
5. Verification system checks if provided credential is valid then it sends true flag to the third party otherwise a false flag is sent.
6. Finally if third party receives true response from verification system then it redirects user to welcome page otherwise access is denied. 
EVALUATION OF THE PROTOTYPE
In the following Table 1 , technical characterization of proposed verification approach and IDology verification system is presented. The main difference between the proposed approach and IDology is about verification method. IDology uses phone but the proposed performs verification through 3rd party partner which is faster and free of charge for users. In table 2 differences between proposed approach and IDology is shown. Another major difference is about consumption of service which in proposed approach the third party can authenticate module easily through Web API (using SSL) which is part of proposed approach. In IDology, however, third party is only able to claim the user identity and not able to integrate to the authentication and authorization process. The verified user in proposed approach is able to claim its identity to any one in any time. It means you will be able to show that your identity is verified to any people or organizations only by provide your requested identity code to others. Another feature is about that this service is designed for variety of languages and in the prototype support English and Persian. Also it tried to provide free verification service for the users to encourage people that verify their identity.
The comparative analysis between proposed approach and IDology has been performed using Acuntex software [13] . Acunetix software is automatically checks web applications for SQL Injections, cross site scripting and other vulnerability. It also includes a number of advanced penetration testing tools to ease manual security audit processes, and has the ability to create professional security audit and regulatory compliance reports. The comparative analysis is illustrated in Fig 3. .
Fig 3 Comparison of Vulnerability Test Report
The report in Fig 3 shows that both systems do not suffer from high level and important vulnerability. Moreover it is obvious that proposed verification approach (left side) has less detected vulnerability in comparison by IDology system (right side). Acuntix software alerts are categorized according to 4 severity levels and show all vulnerabilities found on the target website:
High: Vulnerabilities categorized as the most dangerous, which put a site at maximum risk for hacking and data theft.
Medium: Vulnerabilities caused by server misconfiguration and site-coding flaws, which facilitate server disruption and intrusion.
Low: Vulnerabilities derived from lack of encryption of data traffic, or directory path disclosures.
Informational: Sites which are susceptible to revealing information through Google hacking search strings, or email address disclosure.
ACHIEVEMENTS
The main contributions of this paper cover two main aspects. First, we proposed a novel verification approach that can verify the user information faster and free of charge than existing popular system. Second aspect is that we implemented the prototype of the proposed framework that can be used practically in web based forum. Users do not need to create new account in the forum and they just need to provide their credential generated by verification system in order to login to the 3 rd party forum then they would be authenticated easily and securely. In addition, following benefits are the by-product of proposed approach.
 Accountability: Each user will be accountable for his online activity because his identity is verified in verification system.
 Avoid bogus accounts: Account registration process eliminated from forums, instead each user could create one verified account in verification system.  Less effort for design: Reduce the effort of designing authentication module by forum developers.
Other than the above listed features, the verification system could be used for other purposes that are listed:
 Prove you are who you claim: across social networks, dating, online markets and organizations.
 When you share your personal information with someone online, they only see the information you have decided to disclose. Crucially, this will never include enough information to recreate or steal your identity. For example, you may choose to display your age but never your actual date of birth.
 Benefit from this system in online business deals as you can be a verified seller or buyer.
FUTURE WORK
Based on the analysis and conclusions derived from this work, there are many related improvement that need further investigation such as use of facial/voice recognition in verification systems in order to improve security of accounts to be hacked by hackers [1] [3].
CONCLUSION
Account verification is becoming progressively more important these days and it is one of the top priority challenges of cyber space such as forums and social networks. This is because with the digital revolution online activities are increasing rapidly. Thus, this is prime time for malicious users, online hackers and identity thieves to make their move and do some misuse activity through other users' identities. In this research we proposed an approach to verify users online, fast and secure also allowing the third party consumer to benefit from verified accounts in a prototyped verification system. So they could use this system to verify users' accounts instead of registering new users in their system. If this system is widely used by third parties at least users do not need to register new account on many different sites. The proposed verification approach would help to prevent malicious users to access web based forums.
